Simulation applied to health services: opportunities for applying the system dynamics approach.
The aim of this essay is to raise awareness and broaden understanding within the health services community of the system dynamics (SD) simulation approach to policy analysis. The application of simulation in health services is reviewed. A comparison is made between the SD and traditional simulation approaches and is illustrated by considering reductions in waiting times for coronary heart disease treatment. Traditionally, simulation studies have tended to focus on the analysis of localized decisions and therefore on problems orientated towards individual patients. Although these methods are extremely powerful and effective, there is scope for an alternative modelling approach which is based on a more holistic perspective; SD is one such approach. It can assist in the design of robust policies by supporting debate on how the underlying structure might influence the evolutionary behaviour of a system. Using this method we can consider the time variation both of tangibles, such as waiting times and health care costs, and intangibles, such as patient anxiety and the effects of various pressures on purchasing decisions. We propose that SD holds great potential in assisting policy formation in health care.